Sensitivity to the unique needs of the residents is essential when designing assisted living facilities. However, wide, unobstructed corridors; open foyers and improved sightlines – architectural details that ease residents’ mobility – can make code compliance a challenge.

Specifying a Won-Door FireGuard system, the only accordion type horizontal sliding fire door on the market, resolves the safety versus design dilemma. U.L. listed for up to 3 hours, the Won-Door FireGuard system complies with all exiting provisions set by all model building codes. A Won-Door FireGuard can be custom made to fit into virtually any floor plan, accommodating wide span as well as curved openings. It stacks away into wall pockets when not in use so corridors remain clear. A state-of-the-art microprocessor constantly monitors all components as well as the opening, ensuring that the Won-Door FireGuard will function without fail in any situation. This unique design also permits easy access by persons with disabilities. Fire exit hardware can be configured and placed to accommodate nonambulatory persons.

Won-Door FireGuard has been used in cross corridor smoke barriers, horizontal exits, elevator lobbies, vertical openings, occupancy separations, means of egress and many more applications. Contact us today for all the details (800-453-8494) or visit us on the web at www.wondoorb.com.

“The fire rated Won-Door product is the best way to move people through fire barriers during any type of building emergency – whether or not they have a disability.”

Edwina Juliet
Director, National Task Force on Life Safety and Persons with Disabilities